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1. The Project

„Cathedral.IT“ is an IT-project on the preservation of European cathedrals promoted by
the European Community (in context of “Culture2000”) and The City of Vienna.
 “Cathedral.IT” is not only a program to do research for new technologies, but to establish
an IT-platform providing information on a cathedral for a wide range of user groups and
for monitoring its state, preservation and restoration.

1.1 EC-Project partners
Regensburg (D): Staatliches Hochbauamt Regensburg/Dombauhütte (public building
department Regensburg / masons‘ guild of the cathedral).
Urbino (I): Chiesa Cattedrale di Urbino. (The Cathedral Church of Urbino).
Vienna (A): – Dombausekretariat St.Stephan (The office of the mason‘s lodge of
St.Stephen‘s Cathedral).
Project Management: Dombausekretariat St.Stephan, Vienna.

1.2 Project aims
Aim of “Cathedral.IT” is the developing and testing of an EDP-based system to record,
evaluate and store data concerning the restoration and preservation of historic buildings,
using the experiences of the works carried out at the cathedrals in Vienna, Regensburg
and Urbino. The acquired knowledge shall be stored in a database, to enable intense
investigations on the cathedrals, their history, their works of art and their restoration.
The easy access to the collected knowledge should provide a better foundation for future
work and could turn damage-remedy — the only possible practice now — into damage-
prognosis and prevention in the future.

•  The various information on the building – pictures, texts, and other media – is
stored in a multi-dimensional relational database.

•  Both the building‘s current structure status and suggested measures are recorded
as digital 2D/3D-building data. The basis for these records is provided by means of
3D-laser-scans, high-resolution digital panorama cameras, photogrammetric and
survey technologies or a CAD-model.

•  There will be different user groups of the system with specific needs:
a) cathedral church masons‘ guilds, restorers, project partners,
b) scholars and scientific institutions in the fields of art history, preservation,
architecture, chemistry, petrology etc.
c) journalists, PR- and tourism- agencies, tourists and last but not least virtually
everyone.

•  To simplify data-access for the various user groups, recorded and evaluated data
should be visualized.

•  The approach to the information should be adjusted to the different interests,
abilities and demands of the users: To allow an access as fast and easy as possible,
information is filtered for specific user-groups as there are f.i. „restorers“,
„technicians“, „geologists“ or „scholars“. Members of one of these groups obtain
direct access to data interesting for them, and don’t have to treat with information
irrelevant for them.
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•  Public access to the database by World Wide Web shall increase public interest in
and acceptance of the mason’s lodge‘s work necessary for the maintenance of a
cathedral church. Suitable strategies to use the „knowledge data base“ for PR- and
marketing purposes could support the follow-up of the project in the future.

•  The quality of the system will grow with the accumulation of data and their
growingly tighter linking. Some benefits of “Cathedral.IT” may not take immediate
effects, but an adequate volume of complex data being collected in a few years will
enable convincing queries, analyses and evaluations. For long-term-use, proper
implementation and further development of the project are of decisive importance
for the evolution from damage remedying to damage-prevention.

2 The EC-Project's main focuses -
cooperation Regensburg-Urbino-Vienna

To accomplish the project’s aims the three project-partners focused on different key-
tasks, depending on their most urgent needs:
Regensburg: Digital storage of data, digital vault-recordings by means of 3D-laserscans

to enable analysis of the vault‘s geometry and structure.
Urbino: Digital damage recording and seismic damage analysis, conservation and

restoration tests and general methodology.
Vienna: Digital damage recording, knowledge-database, visualization of 3D-Model-

Data.
The cooperation of three partners dealing with dramatically different circumstances was a
very difficult but interesting aspect:
� The monuments themselves are varying (Regensburg: homogenous gothic dome;

Urbino: homogenous baroque dome; Vienna: Romanesque-gothic dome consisting of
differing parts, built in several phases).

� The structures of restoration are different (Regensburg and Vienna both have
permanent mason’s lodges, in Regensburg run and financed by The Free State of
Bavaria, in Vienna run by the dome itself and mainly financed by donations, charity
and public and private sponsorship; Urbino has no permanent restoration-staff,
restorations are done by independent restorers under commission of the archdiocese).

The differences of the local situation in each partner’s project span a wide range of
possible constellations and can be used as an example for applying a system to different
situations. They also offer a wide range of chances and new views of the subject.
Although it is impossible to standardize restoration works and it’s monitoring, we tried to
develop tools adaptable to different situations with a minimum of efforts. Urbino is
developing a reference book to make it easier for non-professionals to classify seismic
damages – which need to be repaired immediately in order to prevent further damage.
Regensburg and Vienna tried to establish a classification – system to describe ancient
buildings’ long-term degradation and restoration-measures to stop it.

2.1 Other projects with similar approaches
The “Dombauhütte” in Passau tries to establish a comparable system (For Information
mail to: hauck.michael@t-online.de). For the Cathedral of Vitoria (Spain) a tri-dimensional
analytic model gotten by photogrammetry was established (latorre@arquired.es) and
presented at the CIPA-Congress in Potsdam, September 2001 (http://cipa.uibk.ac.at).

http://cipa.uibk.ac.at/
http://cipa.uibk.ac.at/
http://cipa.uibk.ac.at).
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3 Project functions - how Cathedral.IT will work at
St.Stephan’s Cathedral Vienna

The system as a whole consists of three sub-
systems:

1. Operative system - data recording on
the spot, their administration, evaluation
and presentation (system established at
St.Stephan’s in Nov 01)

2. Storage system – acquisition of all
available historic and current data,
relevant for the cathedral (photographs,
pictures, texts, plans, audio and video
material, etc.) in a knowledge database;
relational linking of data according to
thematic and structural criteria (system
established at St.Stephan’s in Nov 01)

3. Information system – Presentation of
the existing data as meta- and graphics-
data, access through a webbrowser
enabling database-queries via Internet
(upcoming system)

3.1 General Preparations
To establish a rather complex system of
information, a general terminology has to be
established for every single building (or group of
buildings). This glossary comprises not only
technical terms but also materials, methods and
structural information:

3.1.1 Dissection-structure of the building

To link different data related to the same object an
absolute spatial structure is needed: Identifying
each part of the building, the “dissection-structure”
is basis of the storage system as well as of the
operative system. In general it follows the
building’s nave- and bay-structure. It assigns an
unambiguous ID to every part of the building, and
an unambiguous code to all database-fields. That’s
how it enables correlation of corresponding data in
both systems and their visualization in 2D-drawings
and 3D-models.
Based on this strict system, the three sub-systems
can be established and connected:

Pict. 1: The 3 subsystems of Cathedral.IT

Pict. 2: Dissection-structure following
the nave-bay-system of the dome
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3.1.2 Glossary

To make recorded data comparable, a strict glossary is needed.
We established a system of description generally following the steps: Material – form -
original treatment (if still visible)– earlier restorations (if still visible or known) – damage
– grade of damage – recommended measures – realized measures.
The system can be used as a guideline for many cases. But to cover most of the possible
constellations of damages and recently known preservation–techniques, the glossary has
to be elaborated specifically for each building, according to local circumstances as
material, climate, geographic situation, materials, pollution, and local tradition of
preservation.
A very obvious example for the need to adapt the glossary individually is the petrologic
analysis, basic for all preservation measures: While the Cathedral of Regensburg mainly
consists of three different sorts of stones, there are about 30 different types of stones on
Vienna’s St.Stephan’s Cathedral, each with different characteristics.

3.2 Operative system:
Datarecording on the scaffold, data administration, evaluation and presentation.
Users: Masons‘ guilds, restorers.
Damage recording is carried out in three phases:

3.2.1 Phase 1: Preparation

Acquisition and conditioning of the building‘s
geometric data by means of 3 D-Laser scan-
technology, high-resolution digital panorama
cameras, photogrammetric and survey technologies
or a CAD model.
It is impossible and would be confusing to operate
with plans of the whole building. For damage
recording only plans of small parts of the cathedral
(according to the dissection structure) are used.
Existing data relevant for present damage recording
are compiled, drawings are corrected and adapted
for the actual situation – f.i. adding the stories of
the scaffold and other reference-points supportive
for orientation on the scaffold during restoration-
time.

3.2.2 Phase 2: Recording on the scaffold

Records on the scaffold are executed by specialists
like geologists, restorers, cathedral architects or
stone masons, who use a touch-screen-notebook
computer equipped with a CAD-software with GIS1-
functionality, connected with a database
(“PeterCAD” developed by Octocom GmbH

                                    
1Geographic Information System

Pict. 4: Damages recorded as graphic
objects

Pict. 3: Photogrammetric plan for
damage recording
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www.octocom.de, based on AutoDesk
AutoCAD Map® and Microsoft Access®).
A drawing-object (representing a stone, a
damage or a measure) is linked with a dataset
in the database. The dataset is consisting of
the descriptions in the glossary, so it’s not
necessary to describe and to write on the
scaffold, but only to choose the description out
of the standardized list (or tree). This avoids
ambiguosities in terminology.
The results are geological boards, damage
boards, boards of the suggested measures,
etc.. The drawings can be complemented with
digital photographs, written or spoken notes,
sketches etc.
To make the software practicable, the
manifold of functions of a standard CAD-software can be reduced to totally basic
operations, feasible without advanced IT-knowledge after short instruction and
accommodation.

3.2.3 Phase 3: Evaluation

Result of a set of recordings is a series of maps
providing graphic information about the state of
the building’s surface, it’s damages and the
measures applied for restoration and
preservation. The graphic objects are linked to a
database containing their description. Each
dataset contains information on coordinates as
well as on person and date of recording.
Recorded data (both graphics and texts) are
synchronized with the existing data on the
server. Different data-sets can be compared to
evaluate the developing of damages and
efficiency of measures.
All small files are imported to a survey plan and
a single database, which allows queries
concerning the whole building.
Some standard queries are made and their
graphic and verbal results are stored in the
“Storage System” together with the original
recordings. Standard criteria are f.i. “dangerous
damages”, “Locations, where a particular agent
was used”, “which parts of the cathedral were
restored in the last years“ or similar. Once
stored, the results of these queries cannot be
changed anymore, but can provide basic
information on the restoration work and are
easily accessible.

Pict. 6: Petrographic board – example
for a graphic result of recording

Pict. 5: Connecting graphic objects with
database. Descriptions can be chosen out of

a predefined glossary

http://www.octocom.de/


Inside the “Operative System” more complex queries are possible: “Which stones of a
specific sort are specifically damaged and were treated with a specific method?”
A very simple but important query would
be: “Which parts of the cathedral have to
be controlled or restored in the next
year(s)?”
The answer, of course, can not be exact,
but we can obtain important hints out of
the database: Datasets of realized
measures contain the date of realization
and the information how long the
measure presumably will last – according
to general experience and local
circumstances as exposure to extreme
environmental influences, weakness of
the material etc. These queries remind
the responsible to do particular
monitoring and/or restoration in time.
Visualization is based on AutoCAD Map-
Guide, the results can be shown in a
standard web-browser. Visualization can
be applied to the 3D-model (providing an
impressive survey), more detailed
information is shown by 2D-graphics.

3.2.4 Problem of Versions

Damage-recordings are carried out as part 
regular monitoring-plan, but they can also
damages. Within several years, the same p
producing multiple data sets on the same p
the correlation of different data concerning th
scheme of versions has to be followed. Due t
can easily handle different versions of record
is more problematic. For record on the scaffo
the recorded area, but also on existing dam
copied from earlier record-drawings. The ne
file with information on location and version 
merged by a MapGuide-application, which wi

3.2.5 2D or 3D recording ?

Under the auspices of “Cathedral.IT” – origi
data and applying them on the existing 3
modeling techniques were evaluated and dis
seems to be a technology using “NURBS”2 -s
For the acquisition of exact 3D-Data we wer
Laser-scan-technology (already in use for
                                    
2 Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines
Pict. 7: Parts with presumably necessary works shown
in the 3D model. Example for visualization of a
7

of preparation of restoration. They follow a
 be necessary in case of unforeseen severe
arts of the building are repeatedly recorded,
arts. The system has to avoid ambiguities in
e same part of the building, therefore a strict
o the registration of record-date the database
s. The increasing size of graphic information
ld only basic information (on the geometry of
ages or earlier measures) is needed and is

w recording is a new fileset (.dwg and .mdb-
of recording as part of the filename). Data is
ll provide full information of all recordings.

nally initiated with the aim of processing 3D-
D-CAD-Modell of the cathedral - some 3D

cussed. A promising way to treat point clouds
urfaces.
e testing new technologies, among which 3D-
 special problems) seems to be the most
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promising. Exact acquisition of 3D-data allows analysis of the geometry and structure of
complex vaults – as tested in Regensburg – to get better information on the history of the
building, but also on the static situation of the vaults.
This technology offers already today the possibility of acquisition of fairly exact 3-D
geometry data at rather low costs. In our project, a laser-scanner (using phase difference
method) made by Zoller&Froehlich/Octocom AG [www.octocom.de] is used, which
achieves a precision of up to 0.3 mm, scanning from a distance of up to 60 m.
With the 3D-scan-data it is possible to establish an exact model of the static forces in the
building and to simulate static problems, dangers and their solution. Recording of
sculptures without contact, avoiding damages of sensitive surfaces and fragile, weakened
materials makes it possible to form a „virtual stone“, preservable for the future - secure
from further damages and environmental influences. The “Virtual Stone” can be used for
making copies, to form a model showing earlier paintings, compositions, or the
reconstruction of the undamaged state.
Parallel to our project the cathedral of Passau (where photogrammetric data are lacking)
started a comparable project, with damage recording on basis of 3D-Laser-Scans, made
by  Octocom AG.
In presence, revision of 3-D-data is still very complicated: the scanner‘s output is a huge
amount of data, consisting of a cloud of points. The points have to be meshed, data
cleared and merged, redundancies or objects, not belonging to the monument (trees,
street lamps, etc.) have to be discovered and eliminated. Areas not reachable for the laser
(zones lying in the shadow of other parts) still remain unknown, and can only be modeled
by means of a 3D-modelling software.
To handle 3D-data demands for soft-and hardware as well as for the users` special
software-skills are far too high and do not seem affordable for monument-preservation
today.
Finally we decided to use 2D-systems for data recording. Our recent basis of damage
recording is a photogrammetric survey-plan of the cathedral, made in 1991, which was
scanned and vectorized. For most parts of the cathedral a 2D-application for damage
recording is sufficient. The plans are split in small parts – according to the “Dissection-
structure”. They can easily be integrated in the 3D-modell of the dome by adding the
known absolute coordinates of the parts. In the Model 2D-data and 3D-data can be
combined wherever and whenever it is necessary (f.i. to include sculptures).
When 3D-Recordings will be available and affordable, they can – part by part – substitute
the recent 2d-plans without loosing the existing information .
When we decided to use 2D-applications we tested the possibilities to combine 2D- and
3D- Information. Although present tools (developed for movie-design-studios) are not
laying emphasis on measuring and geometry, they are able to have 2D-Information
(drawings, photos, maps) projected onto 3D-solids. So recently acquired information will
not be lost when changing to a 3D-System.

3.2.6 Benefits of regular evaluation

Consistent data-service and regular queries allow the developing of plans for facility
management and building-maintenance and makes budget planning and work schedules
easier. Once having reached a certain extent of comparable data regular analysis and
evaluation enables a considerable and reliable damage forecast and damage prevention.
It must be emphasized that in restoration and maintenance of historic buildings all

http://www.octocom.de/
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electronic technologies can only be auxiliary to traditional, originally applied techniques.
Traditional mason‘s knowledge is necessary for the understanding and preserving of
historic buildings. Traditional knowledge has to be preserved and given to further
generations as a cultural heritage as well as the monument itself.

3.3 CAD model
A part of the project work in Vienna is the developing of a 3D-CAD model for orientation
and to examine the possibilities and problems of a CAD-model in the field of protection of
historical monuments.
The original aim to use the 3D-model for damage-recording turned out to be impossible.
Although the original size of 2 GB could be reduced to about 300 MB (without loss of
information) it’s still too large to handle on a laptop, even if further reduced by application
of “Levels of Details” or just handling parts. On the other hand the model is still not exact
enough for the demands of damage-recording.
The model can offer visual aid for the navigation in the databases (being split into pieces
according to the same dissection-structure as the database) and offers various
opportunities to visualize planned measures and their effects for monitoring works as well
as for PR-strategies and fund-raising.
(Re)construction of historic situations (polychromy) or unaccomplished projects (f.i. the
Northern Steeple) can provide a better understanding of the history and the present
appearance of the monument.

Thesis concerning the building’s history can be proved, and their possibility or
impossibility made obvious in some cases.
The PR- and fundraising strategies are of high importance for the Viennese cathedral, for
donators and sponsors bring up the major part of the restoration-budget.

Pict. 8: Reconstruction of the unaccomplished Northern Steeple
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3.4 St.Stephan’s Data-Storage-System - a “Knowledge-Database”
Our “Data-storage system” is used for
the organization of all available data (as
pictures, texts, plans, audio- and video-
material, etc.) relevant for the cathedral,
in a relational knowledge database,
connecting them under thematic and
spatial considerations.
Users: masons‘ guilds, restorers, and
scholars.
The archives of the mason’s guild keeps
thousands of plans, photos of different
quality and importance. A very
interesting part is the collection of about
thousand glass-negatives showing the
damages of the year 1945. Some of
them show original damaged parts,
which had to be removed and
substituted, some show structural details
now again invisible. They give also
valuable information about the post-war
restorations. The negatives now are too
sensitive to do intense research on them,
being scanned and classified, they will be
very important for our knowledge of the historic substance and restoration.
When having reached a representative data stock, controlled internet-access shall be
provided for other users, the access rights given according to their interests: project
partners, scholars, scientists, preservationists and also the public.
The storage system (knowledge-database) and the “operative” BPDM system (Building‘s
and Project‘s Data System – see 3.2) are two independent systems, working separately.
The storage system handles “static” data, not changed anymore, whilst the operative
system handles “dynamic” data, still developing. When a specific restoration and its
recording in the operative system is finished, data is evaluated by queries, expected to be
interesting for users. The results of these standard-queries are commented and visualized
in thematic charts. To make the visualizations accessible even for users not using specific
CAD-software the charts are stored in pdf and pixel-format. The complete set of damage
recording files is stored with the predefined standard queries (as mentioned above) in the
storage system.

3.5 WWW system:
The databases will be accessible via Internet. When there will be available a certain
amount of data (in medium-term- to long-term-range), internet-connection will offer
many prospects in several fields of interests:

3.5.1 Preservation and scholarship:

When the database is filled with a relevant amount of content, the web-access shall be
enabled which provides data queries in open platforms (via web-browser), scientific
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cooperation without geographical limits, connection to university-networks for academic
analysis and scholarship.

3.5.2 Information and promotion:

Picture databases using the archive system, can provide „tourist“ information, press
reports and general information on the monument (f.i. “How high is the steeple?” etc. ).
Sponsoring via Internet: “Cathedral.IT” could not only be economically self-sufficient, but
could also be used for fundraising and even product-placement. A product associated with
„Cathedral.IT“ shall be assigned as technologically interesting and innovative, while being
associated with the cathedral would point on the product‘s “traditional” values as reliability
and durability. This versatility should guarantee the involved / integrated products a high
sponsoring attractiveness.
Visualization of planned structural measures shall illustrate the necessity of preservation
measures for their higher public acceptance. Particular fund-raising campaigns could be
supported by model-visualizations, showing the damages, the work and the results made
possible by the campaign.
Another marketing concept could be the possibility of „adopting“ a particular stone, shown
and labeled with the name of the sponsor in the 3D-model.
This facet of „Cathedral.IT“ is pointing the way ahead: Restoration-work is increasingly
dependent on sponsorship and charity, and focused by public discussion and interests. For
lasting public interest and effective fund-raising it will be necessary to follow a very
sensitive, diligent and responsible policy of information, explaining the restoration works
in an open way beyond sensationalism or secrecy.

4 Projecthistory
The first idea for developing a sophisticated knowledge-management-system for
St.Stephan’s was produced by the project “Virtual Stone” in 1999, followed by several
applies for co-financing, finally the European Commission chose the project within the
Culture 2000 programme for giving a grant.
The Cathedral.IT-project’s over-all budget of all partners, including project-management
was 510.000€.
As a result of intense research and discussion within the project team and between the
project partners, the original vision of creating an exact model of the monument, built up
virtually “stone by stone”, linked to all available data, was refocused on the development
of an operable tool open for future development, considering both visionary possibilities
and technical limitations.
“Cathedral.IT” can only be an initial project and should invite other teams to do further
research on the subject – and sponsors to support.

4.1 The cathedral church masons' guilds as users of the project
Cathedral.IT -

The facilities of the cathedral church masons‘ guilds look back to a long tradition. The first
masons‘ guilds were formed in the Middle Ages, consisting of stonemasons, sculptors and
architects, working under the management of a “cathedral master builder” and
transmitting traditional workmanship from one generation to the next. Today, the
Viennese “Dombauhütte” at St.Stephen’s still follows similar principles: It is a non-profit-
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organization, only serving the preservation of the cathedral.
Modern methods of preservation and maintenance of the historical structural fabric
demand the necessity to document the condition of the structure as well as the measures.
“Cathedral.-IT” helps the cathedral’s mason’s lodge to improve their permanent care for
their building, to do the monitoring and the preservation more systematic and more
concentrated on the points needing it.
Due to the permanently increasing amount of data, the increasing scientific demands on
documentation and the increasing number of possible measures requiring specific skills, it
was highly necessary to find ways to use IT-support for managing these activities.

4.1.1 Permanent Monitoring of cultural heritage

The permanent staff of the “Dombauhütte” allows permanent monitoring. However, for
most monuments, no permanent staff is available. Restoration is usually done “on
demand”, when the monument is damaged and substantially endangered. Consequent
monitoring of the state of the monuments would indicate damages at an early state and
could avoid more severe damages and expensive restoration-campaigns. For a generally
usable tool preparation-phase will have to be easier and based on more simple techniques
(as rectified photos instead of 3D-laserscans or photogrammetry).
Continuous monitoring can provide a higher quality of monument-preservation and
damage-forecast not only for a single building, but also for a group of buildings, belonging
to the same owner (state, church etc.) or being under responsibility of the same
organization (national heritage organizations or voluntary associations of monument-
owners), based on a broad sample of information and experiences.
With “Cathedral.IT”, which is as well promoted by the City of Vienna, a concentrated
research program was
started, that will bring us
closer to the aim of
damage- prevention
instead of damage
remedying.
The project
“Cathedral.IT” provides a
tool for acquisition and
preservation of valuable
– and otherwise
irretrievably lost -
technical and historic
information on the
building, and for the
connection of this
information with existing
archives‘ data as well as
the evaluation of these
data as a basis of new
scientific and academic
knowledge.

Pict. 10: Screenshot of the 3D-model of St.Stephen’s and it`s
surroundings
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